February 2014, Venezuela
"Spiritual Purification - Master of Life"

9 days of training led by:
Leonard D. Orr

Leonard Orr, Leonard Orr is the discoverer and founder of the globally known as: Rebirthing/Breathwork. It is the result of spontaneous rebirth experiences between 1962 and 1975, which discovered and developed the technique known as "connected breathing". Leonard was spiritually enlightened in 1960, considered one of the pioneers from the New Age movement and of Prosperity Consciousness. Has authored more than 20 books published in over a dozen languages. From 1977-1984 Leonard visited and worked closely with Shri Mahavatar Babaji, visiting each year. Babaji taught him the principles of Spiritual Purification mastering yourself with the practices of the land, air, water and fire, also said him and Conscious Breathing / Rebirthing, is the new Yoga for liberation and self-control more appropriate for modern civilization

http://rebirthingbreathwork.com

Target group: All adults who wish to achieve liberation and total transformation and self-control ...
Date: 8 to February 16, 2014
Location: Inn at Valley Carípe-Edo. Monagas, Venezuela
Information and registration:
+ (58 414) 8390452 and Skype: ma.ale.cha.he
info@volveracasaproducciones.com
www.volveracasaproducciones.com
**Spiritual Purification - Life Mastery**

"This training nine days with Leonard Orr is the best practice and highest Adult teaching experience on the planet"

In much the style of the original experiments in the early '70's in San Francisco, participants join a community style of spiritual practitioners and yogis on a journey of enlightenment and mastery of the spirit, mind and body. This is an experimental training requires a willingness to accept personal responsibility for the content of our minds and interpretations of everyday reality.

**Program and/or basic content for this training**

- Daily spiritual purification practices with earth, air, water and fire
  - Breathing Sessions / individual Rebirthing "High Quality"
  - A mini "Questionnaire Vision" (Vision Quest)
- Cleaning of the emotional mind, the identification and processing of our limiting beliefs
- The 8 guidelines limiting human happiness inhibitors and 8 basic guidelines of Spiritual Purification
  - Corps Domain
  - Nutrition and fasting
- Training in prosperity consciousness, professional success, becoming self-employed - how to build a clientele filled in 30 days
  - Spiritual Psychology and the manifestation process
  - The wisdom of Eastern and Western Scriptures yoga
- And much more in line with the needs and goals of the participants.

The workouts are led by Leonard Orr and/or Professional high quality Rebirthing assist him. It starts early in the morning including evening seminars, these developments are full time.

"The mind and the breath are the king and queen of human consciousness"
Registration Procedure and Conditions

Participation Option, Investment, Reservations and Payment:

Investment:

1. Option A:

9 days (8 to 16 February 2014) **$1,400,000** $ dollars p / person by reservation until December 31, 2013.

2. Option B:

5 days (8 al 12 de February 2014) **$1,100,000** $ dollars p / person by reservation until December 31, 2013.

Note: The day of arrival at the inn is the day February 7, training starts on the 8th.

3. Option C:

The negotiation is always possible. If you really want do this training, we are open to evaluate your offer, present your payment proposal / concrete and clearly specified investment through our contact details.

Important Notes:
- The investment in options A and B include: Training, Accommodation and all meals. As of January there is a surcharge of 100,000 $ dollars / month
- To reserve with minimum 300,000 $ dollars or **100,000** euros
- Tickets for the reservation is not refundable for non-attendance. To ensure your attendance must have paid all of the investment at the start of training.

Special Considerations:
* For those who have participated in a full workout 9 days of Spiritual purification with Leonard Orr anywhere in the world, and for all participants to the recent training done in Marienheide-Germany in the month of September 2013, is available for registration to training in Venezuela under Option A 10% discount on investment, option B 8% less per person.

For bookings from Europe can be made in Euros by bank transfer to the bank account available in Spain, the rest can be paid in dollars or euros cash equivalents directly in training.

* Additionally have a excellent relations in the tourism sector and there are very good options here to visit and enjoy, once you’ve decided to register for the training please contact me to advise you and provide you with good options for this generous and wonderful land Venezuela
Payment

- **Local payments** in bolivars (BSF) by check, cash deposits or transfers out to: *Ma Alejandra Chacin* CI: V-10061414, in following Current Accounts.
  - Bank Corp Banca: #01210313110013953230 //
  - Bank B.O.D: #01160079430009528822//
  - Bank Banesco: #01340422454223022058//

  **For local payments in foreign currency through Paypal, please contact us**

- **International payments** in U.S. dollars ($) or Euros (€) can be made in cash or checks payable to: *Ma Alejandra Chacin*. Entered in Bank: Caixa Catalunya Account Total № # 20130627110200654131. For transfers from outside the bank headquarters Codes; BIC: CESCESBBXXX, IBAN: ES89

**Sugerencia:** antes de abonar el importe de reserva chequee la disponibilidad de plazas en los teléfonos y/o email siguientes:
+ 58 414 8390452, info@volveracasaproducciones.com

**Services included in the Investment:**

1) Accommodation in cabins and / or shared suites with provision of linen, fireplace and jacuzzi or bathtubs, necessary for this training.
2) Food on full board (breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and hydration water based and infusions) for this course food is vegetarian / vegan.
3) 9 days learning and training in Spiritual Purification - Master of Life directed by Leonard Orr
4) Assistance Certification
Instructions to formalize reservation and registration:

Once the deposit account to the reservation, fill out the registration form you will find in section Producción de Eventos – Eventos Relevantes and called Formulario de Inscripciones (Registration Form) located on the website of the organizer www.volveracasaproducciones.com or the next link


- When you are on the form

1. Fill in all fields especially those identified as mandatory in order to register and to formalize their registration properly. Use the field: Option or Plan chosen the form to report your payment selection: (Option A, B, or C)

2. Use the Special Requirements field to report details of your payment: amount, currency name, accession number, check number, bank account # which made the payment. If you must make payments for periods from enrollment use this email to report them: info@volveracasaproducciones.com.

3. You must fill in the registration form only once, in doing so then click submit you should receive a message of conformity, the email address you provide (check it), otherwise contact info@volveracasaproducciones.com with the subject (notify Registration) and proceed to write the message.

4. We recommend you print a copy of your confirmation email and use it as proof of registration to the training, you will keep it with you for further details of logistics in the organization and check in and / or pick up at the airport in Venezuela and the start of training.
Some suggestions for your comfortable stay at the Inn:

✔ The course has a condition that is vegetarian food. Toxics such as alcohol, soft drinks, cigarettes, coffee, etc., are prohibited during this course.

✔ As important requirement is necessary to wear comfortable clothing, taking into account the local climate, remember that is Valley area with temperatures varying between cool and warm in the morning. In the afternoons and evenings can be chilly and foggy, it is important to wear the costumes needed for the climate. Venezuela Tropical climate is so warm amidst a day of sun and beach you could surprise a few hours of rain.

✔ For your safety and peace of mind is necessary to avoid wearing clothing, jewelry and valuable equipment, the same will be useful not within the Inn and for this training.

✔ Take the foresight to bring a yoga mat, beach or sleeping bag. If rebirther or already have completed a cycle of Rebirthing may bring a "snorkel" breathing in water indicated.

✔ It should be noted that the course is in a residential for 9 days so we suggest taking the forecasts for products for personal and communication (mobil phones, etc.).

✔ The accommodation includes provision of towels, sheets and blankets.
About this Training Headquarters:

Caripe, also known as Guácharo Caripe, is a town of Monagas State, Venezuela, is located in a valley in the mountains of Caripe. The village lies at an altitude of about 800 meters. Caripe is the main tourist center of Monagas, also called "The Garden of the East". Its fame is due to its climate, its vegetation and its proximity to La Cueva del Guácharo.

"Posada Cabañas Niebla Azul"
("Blue Mist Cabins")

Is Posada to host the 9-day Training Spiritual Purification - Life Mastery dictate Leonard Orr from 8 to February 16, 2014.

At the following link http://nieblazul.com/Site/ can see the facilities, features and complete location map of this unique inn. Designed by its owner, was built following the contour of the hillside in the north of the valley in order to enjoy the magnificent view of the valley in all its fullness Caripe from anywhere where you are.
About the Master of this Training: Leonard Orr

Leonard Orr is the discoverer and founder of the globally known as Rebirthing Breathwork. As a result of spontaneous rebirth experiences between 1962 and 1975, discovered and developed the technique known as "connected breathing" in which inhalation and exhalation melt without pause in between. This is the natural rhythm of breathing infants, animals and young children. This technique is used today in hundreds of different forms and styles of breathing.

Leonard was spiritually enlightened in 1960, discovered the unconscious desire of death he learned from his family tradition in 1967, and had numerous spontaneous births. Leonard says sometimes your healing and personal evolution was caused by spiritual accidents in the bathtub.

Rebirthing, as taught by Leonard Orr, is the original form, which is widely practiced today by thousands of Breathworkers (workers Breathing) professionals. It is estimated that over 10 million people worldwide have experienced the healing power of Rebirthing as a result of receiving at least 10 individual high-energy cycles completed Rebirther-quality with High Quality Rebirther.

Leonard is considered one of the pioneers from the New Age movement and prosperity consciousness. He spent more than 40 years of his life to the dissemination of ideas and the healing power of Rebirthing worldwide, covering six continents and has been around the globe dozens of times. He has authored more than 20 books in over a dozen languages.

In 1975, he founded Rebirthing International (RBI), a nonprofit dedicated to uniting breathworkers worldwide and improve the quality of Breath-Rebirthing and teaching practical methods for personal mastery of body, mind and spirit.

Leonard is a lifelong learner with self-mastery, with mastery over the body, and is a pioneer in the field of human potential and the movement of physical immortality. During his years of study and exploration, Leonard has met with seven immortals, including: Babaji, Baba Deva Raha, Bhartriji, Gopichand, Ram, Sita.

From 1977-1984 Leonard visited and worked closely with Shri Mahavatar Babaji, visiting each year. Babaji taught him the principles of spiritual purification and self-restraint practices with earth, air, water and fire. Babaji also told Leonard that Rebirthing-Breathwork, including Spiritual Purification with the elements, is the new yoga for liberation and self-control, more suitable for modern civilization.

Currently, Leonard Orr lives in Virginia, USA with his lovely wife Elvi Orr. There is also the headquarters of the Rebirth International and RBI Training Center which offers monthly trainings, conferences and events worldwide...

**Om Namaha Shivaiya**
About the Organizer of this Training Venezuela


Formed in Quantum Psychodynamics and Lighting Techniques, lecturer, writer, author of "Back to Home" the book and Experiential Workshop of the same name. Entrepreneurship and constant creative ideas is the author of her own brand and with it a range of holistic and sustainable products as: The Agenda Alchemy "Alchemy of Love, Richness and Long Life; School Kit: Live Dynamic Role "Building a New World", a set of playing cards, one Puzzles for children, a set of eco-friendly bags and other ideas in consumer materials, ethical and sustainable, all yet to edit and / or produce.

Founder and Director of Volver a Casa Producciones www.volveracasaproducciones.com.

In her career she has motivated, refocused and supported the transformation of hundreds of people, and today is dedicated entirely to support the transformation of the Self through sessions Rebirthing High Quality, Workshops, Lectures and Conferences; also specially designed Experiential Activities for adolescents and youth in the area of values and based on Conscious Breathing. She is a member of the Association of Professional Rebirthers Venezuela and feat Human Bridges Conscious Foundation. Manages her next membership and certification in (RBI) Rebirth International, and the certification of its recent Special Advanced Leadership Training "Master of Conscious Breathing and Spiritual Purification" by the hand of Leonard Orr, to consolidate the Spiritual Community in Venezuela (RBI Venezuela), support the expansion of High Quality Rebirthing through a One Year Seminars and Training in Spiritual Purification and join the Rebirthing community leaders in the world.

Alejandra is committed to three universal principles Life, Truth and Love, plans to expand its message Back to Home; transformation through LOVE,... worldwide

"... If you choose the LOVE with him conquer the World " A. Einstein

**Om Namaha Shivaiya**